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Scanners and Parsers  

In this assignment we will write our own scanner and parser. The scanner performs the lexical 

analysis; its task is to identify language tokens. Scanners can be implemented in an ad-hoc 

fashion (with loops and switch) or better by executing a Deterministic Finite Automaton (the 

regular expresions describing the tokens are transformed into a DFA). The parser performs the 

syntactical analysis; its task is to identify the organization of the tokens, the language syntax. 

Parsers may be implemented in a top-down (LL, recursive descendent or table driven parser) or 

bottom-up (LR, shift-reduce parser) approach.  

We will create a small query language (libraray application query language (LAQL)) that allows 

us to query our library application to insert books, checkout/checkin books or other items, etc. 

We scan and parse LAQL queries and transform them into method calls, that already exist in our 

application. Instead of pressing buttons and choosing menu items, we will write the queries 

manually into a textfield. 

Here come examples of the LAQL (keywords are in bold): 

select all from catalog where topic = "Informatik";  // selects all items from the catalog 

"Informatik". 

select all from user where name = "Maier";  // selects all items checked out by the user "Maier". 

insert book ("Author", "Titel", "ISBN", "Year") into catalog where topic = "Informatik"; 

 // inserts the book into the catalog "Informatik". 

count all from user where name = "Maier";  // counts all items from the user "Maier". 

checkout book where id = "2" to user where name = "Maier"; // checks out the book with id 2 to 

the user named Maier. 

checkin book where id = "2"; // return the book to the library. 

Implement for this LAQL the Scanner in two ways: ad-hoc and via a DFA; then 

implement a recursive descent Parser. 

The example (ATG01) for developing an ad hoc scanner and a parser for simple natural language 

sentences.  


